Abstract-We present the design methodology and experimental characterization of compact out-of-plane focusing grating couplers for integration with magnetoresistive random access memory technology. Focusing grating couplers have recently found attention as layer-couplers for photonic-electronic integration. The components we demonstrate are designed for a wavelength of 1550 nm, fabricated in a standard 220 nm SOI photonic platform and optimized given the fabrication restrictions for standard 193-nm UV lithography. For the first time, we extend the design based on the phase matching condition to a two-dimensional (2-D) grating design with two optical input ports. We further present the experimental characterization of the focusing behaviour by spatially probing the emitted beam with a tapered-and-lensed fiber and demonstrate the polarization controlling capabilities of the 2-D FGCs.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE complexity and maturity of photonic integrated circuits (PICs) is steadily increasing and PICs are finding their way into more and more applications. One of these applications is alloptical or optically-enabled memory technology [1] - [3] , which is currently still outperformed by high-performance electronic memories. Combining the high standards of electronic memory with the potential of fast and energy efficient PICs promises improved performance of all-electrical memory and adds memory functionalities to PICS by harvesting advantages of both platforms. Photonic-electronic integration in general has been advertised to enable new functionalities interconnecting both platforms, saving energy by reducing or eliminating receiver Fig. 1 . Schematic of the photonic integration proposed by the EU SPICE project [5] . The photonic chip shown on the top couples circularly polarized light by means of a 2D FGC to the electronic chip with the individual MTJ memory elements displayed on the bottom. circuit energies as well as by running large synchronous systems using PICs and improving speed when switching from electrons to photons [4] . The novel approach for optically-enabled magnetoresistive random access memory (MRAM) presented in the scope of the EU SPICE project [5] aims to integrate mature silicon PICs with all-optically switchable (AOS) materials [6] integrated in magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) [7] . The heterogeneous integration approach is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Integration of the two platforms requires efficient optical coupling from the photonic to the electronic chip, which can deliver high optical intensities exceeding the threshold energy needed to switch the magnetic state of the memory element. Grating couplers are a suitable solution for such layer coupling components [4] , [8] .
Grating couplers are key-components in integrated photonics and are well-known for fiber-to-chip coupling [9] . Efficiencies have been pushed towards near unity values [10] and promise nearly loss-less coupling from waveguide to free-space or fiber. More recently, they have been increasingly designed to allow for more complex beam-shaping [11] , free-space beam forming [12] and focusing [13] . In-plane focusing grating couplers (FGCs) [14] are nowadays frequently used in grating coupler designs as they reduce or even eliminate the need for long adiabatic tapers towards the grating area. Out-of-plane focusing grating couplers have also been around for some while as demonstrated by [15] for the read and write operation of optical-disk data storage. More recent examples were fabricated in the SiN platform for lab-on-chip applications using light in the visible wavelength regime demonstrating e.g., fluorescence detection or ion-trapping [16] - [18] . A design on a silicon-on-insulator platform for a long-workingdistance grating couplers is presented in [19] . The referenced designs have in common that they focus at comparatively large distances (focal length > aperture) and at off-vertical emission angles. These design choices ensure decent efficiency by only slowly varying grating period and thus emission angle and by avoiding the high reflections associated with the vertical coupling condition [9] .
We present the design methodology, simulation and experimental characterization of out-of-plane FGCs as layer couplers for photonic integration with AOS MRAM technology. The FGCs focus the light at a micrometer distance with near-vertical emission angle and small footprint with the design incentive to provide high optical pulse energies to surpass a given threshold value required for AOS of the magnetization and thus switching of the resistive state of the MTJ. This is achieved by focusing the emitted light as tightly as possible to increase the intensity within the sub-wavelength scaled MTJ [20] . The focusing characteristic was implemented in one-and two-dimensional grating coupler designs. The one-dimensional FGC (see Fig. 2 .a) has one optical input waveguide, emitting linearly polarized light. For the twodimensional FGC (see Fig. 2 .b), we expand the design principle and apply the phase matching condition to two optical input ports. Controlling the relative phase of the input ports allows for full polarization control of the emitted light and thus enables helicity dependent AOS [21] .
II. COMPACT OUT-OF-PLANE FOCUSING GRATING COUPLERS
The design considerations we present in the following differ from the previously mentioned examples from literature, since we target near-vertical, high numerical aperture (NA) characteristics to meet the main objective of ensuring that the threshold value for AOS is exceeded. Additionally, we need to consider the integration density requiring the components to have a small footprint. This poses the trade-off consideration of device footprint, NA, focal spot position and design restrictions in terms of single-diffraction order condition. Leading to FGCs with strongly varying grating periods over a short distance. On the one hand, this very discrete change of grating period is challenging in terms of the selection of the individual grating periods, since slightly offset periods can influence the performance dramatically. On the other hand, it enables us to avoid the very periodicity of exact vertical coupling and thus high back reflections. While very high efficiencies have been recorded for grating couplers in the past, these designs require one, or a combination of the following non-standard fabrication features: small feature sizes [22] , adjusted substrate layers and custom etch depths [23] - [25] , or additional fabrication processes to add metallic mirrors [26] . We optimize the presented FGCs given the commercial standards of a 220 nm-SOI technology multi-project-wafer run [27] without additional post-processing needs, keeping the devices easily manufacturable.
III. DESIGN METHODOLOGY
For the applicability of FGCs in photonic-electronic integration, we need to maintain a small footprint to allow for dense integration and to reduce overall footprint of the technology. Additionally we need to achieve high directionality values and tight focusing for efficient optical coupling between the platforms. Thus, we aim to design near-vertical diffraction-limited focusing layer-couplers with large NA, but restrict the grating footprint (aperture diameter D) to reasonable values.
This confronts us with a trade-off between small spot size and small footprint. The mentioned parameters are illustrated in Fig. 3 .a and Fig. 3 .b showing the relationship of the diffraction limited focal spot size (Airy disc diameter) of an imaging setup and its NA. We identify the sweet spot around an NA of ≈ 0.5 at a ratio of aperture diameter D to focal length f of 1 or larger. 
A. 1D Out-of-Plane Focusing Grating Couplers
Focusing for both 1D and 2D designs is based on the phase matching condition (PMC) [15] , which relies on calculating the phase difference between the incident wave from the waveguide and the output wave coupled by the grating. The PMC demands that diffracted waves from the center of each grating period interfere constructively at the focal point
(1) Equation (1) is numerically solved with the in-plane coordinates (x, y) for optical path differences of integer multiples m 1 of the wavelength λ c in vacuum. Whereas the cladding refractive index is given by n cl . The effective index n ef f of the grating region is approximated according to Rytov's formula [28] . Assuming we launch a single mode TE mode into the input of the grating coupler and define the duty cycle as DC = x ridge /x period as illustrated in Fig. 3 .c the effective index is approximated by
This uses the effective index of the slab waveguide n slab and the effective index of the grating trenches n etch . For our designs we can use technology providing a 220 nm silicon layer and etch depths of 70 nm, 150 nm and 220 nm. The effective indices for the slab waveguides needed for (1) are calculated in an FDTD simulation assuming a silicon oxide cladding with refractive index n Si0 2 = 1.45. The simulated values for the three etch depths are n eff,70 nm = 1.91, n eff,150 nm = 2.54, n eff,220 nm = 2.85. We numerically solve the PMC to get elliptically curved grating lines with chirped periodicity along the propagation direction. The elliptical grating lines have been demonstrated for in-plane focusing to the optical input port, to reduce or even eliminate the need for a tapered design [29] . In our case they additionally account for out-of-plane focusing in the orthogonal direction to the propagation direction. While chirp and periodicity determine the coupling angle θ and thus focusing along the propagation direction.
Equation (1) assumes one common effective index for the whole grating area, which is not the case, especially in our design where we get large variations of periodicity and DC. For the one-dimensional design, we try to counter this systematic error by generating look-up tables based on 2D FDTD simulations. We simulate the parameter space of periodicity and DC of periodic grating structures in the platform illustrated in Fig. 3 .c. The advantage of these 2D simulations is, that the parameter sweeps can be calculated with reasonable time and computational effort and performance parameters are easily extracted. The parameters are displayed in Fig. 4 .a-d as functions of duty cycle and grating period. Directionality T up = P up /P in and reflection R = P R /P in are both expressed as optical power ratios compared to input power P in incident at the waveguide port. The diffraction angle θ is directly accessible from the simulation, while the grating strength α is calculated from fitting an exponential decaying electric field magnitude E along the length x of the uniform grating
Apodization of the grating strength along the grating allows to shape the mode field above the grating. It additionally improves the transition from waveguide to grating area resulting in reduced back-reflections and increased directionality. To achieve a Gaussian output profile G(x) the grating strength should be varied according to [30] 
We show the exemplary grating strength profile for a 10 μm grating in Fig. 5 .a. Based on this profile and the chosen focal spot, we select suitable period and DC values from the look-up table finding the best fit for periodicity, coupling angle and grating strength while preferring combinations with better directionality. The periodicity along the grating varies from 520 nm to 865 nm and the duty cycle ranges from 0.36 to 0.93 for the shown example. Fig. 5 .b shows the focusing behaviour based on the ray-tracing method from the center of the period given the coupling angle of the selected period and DC. This method allows the implementation of an optimization routine within the constraints of the fabrication limitations in terms of a minimum feature size of 130 nm and pre-determined silicon layer thickness and etch depths. The fabrication restrictions and the condition for single-order emission restrict the parameter space available for the grating design and is illustrated by the grayed-out areas in Fig. 4 . The assembled grating was then simulated in a full 3D FDTD simulation environment and periodicity and duty cycle were optimized further in a brute force approach, but restricting variations to around the selected values. Simulation results yield efficiencies in terms of directionality above 40%, which is typical performance for grating couplers in comparable technologies [31] . 21% of this upwards directed intensity are within the full 1/e 2 width of the beam. Improvements of directionality can be expected for different silicon layer thicknesses and smaller feature sizes [26] . A 70 nm poly-silicon layer in a second fabrication run promises high-efficiency grating couplers [31] . The additional layer allows high contrast and thus stronger grating structures. We apply the previously described design methodology for the dimensions provided in this platform. The simulation results for these high efficiency 1D FGCs show promising directionality of over 70%.
One-dimensional grating couplers are by design very polarization sensitive and emit linearly polarized light. If we want to allow for polarization diverse gratings [29] or enable polarization control of the emitted light as necessary for helicity dependent AOS, the grating coupler needs to be designed for two input ports.
B. 2D Out-of-Plane Focusing Grating Couplers
The general design principle for 2D out-of-plane FGCs remains the PMC described in (1) but has to be expanded to also meet a second PMC for the second optical input port
Given the second input, the second PMC can be expressed in terms of a coordinate rotation and displacement to the second input port located at (x 2 , y 2 ). We design the grating for two optical quasi TE inputs with a relative angle of 90 degrees to one another. This should allow us to emit circularly polarized light by introducing a ±π/2-phase shift on one of the inputs.
Each PMC results in elliptical grating lines centered around their respective origin. Solutions to both conditions are the intersection of these ellipses and dictate the photonic crystal type hole-array of the grating. The numerical approach to get the solutions to the hole array is illustrated in Fig. 6 .a. Our design effort converges towards a taperless design as shown in Fig. 6 .b, which provides a small footprint of 10 × 10 μm, but does not include adiabatic tapering. In this case the mode will expand in the grating area not using the full aperture area and thus not reaching NA values as designed. Other designs include short tapers into a grating area of 10 × 10 μm (Fig. 6.c) . Designing the grating couplers for a compact 10 × 10 μm footprint has the advantage that the numerical solution can be implemented in a full 3D simulation environment with a reasonable simulation volume and thus adequate computational effort. This allows us to optimize and control the radius and etch depth of the hole-array within the FDTD environment. These parameters allow us to adjust the refractive index and grating strength to find the best performance based on the simulations. Since purely FDTD based optimization routines would still require extensive computation and time, we opt for a Matlab-driven optimization. In the first step the hole array is numerically solved and fed into the FDTD environment. We then optimize the hole diameter in a brute-force routine within the FDTD program by varying the value around the initial approximation to maximize the performance of the simulated device. The adjusted hole diameter can be used to adjust the initially assumed refractive index and thus the numerical solutions providing a new hole-array layout which again can be implemented into the FDTD optimization routine. From the simulations the grating performance parameters like coupling efficiency, FWHM of the focal spot and the simulated focal spot position can be extracted to evaluate the design. For the 2D FGCs we did not include apodization of the grating strength as we have for the 1D case. With the intention to reduce back-reflections by transitioning from low to high contrast grating structures, we combined the hole-array solutions of the different effective indices of shallowly etched holes and fully etched holes. The first row was implemented using the shallow-etch solution and the rest of the grating used the hole-array of the fully-etched solution. Micrographs of two fabricated devices of the above mentioned designs are shown in Fig. 6 .b and c.
Another advantage of the compact designs is, that they all yield a broad bandwidth with the 3 dB bandwidth generally exceeding the simulation widow of 100 nm. This is desirable as it allows for the coupling of short optical pulses, needed for all-optical switching. The described design methodology was applied to a multitude of FGCs with varying focal spot distances, ranging from 3-7 μm. We evaluate our design approach in a first step by measuring the focusing characteristics of the fabricated gratings.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Previously presented FGCs have been evaluated by surface normal imaging systems [13] , [18] or SNOM technology [16] . In this paper, we present a beam profile characterization by evaluating the spatial mode overlap coupling efficiency of grating to tapered-and-lensed fiber, which can be implemented on many silicon photonic chip test setups. Focusing is determined by tracking the beam profile's evolution normal to the silicon photonic chip's surface (in z-direction). The measurement is enabled by automatic three-axis stages that can be programmed to move at sub-micrometer accuracy. To account for near vertical coupling we mount a tapered-and-lensed fiber (1 = e 2 spot size 2.5 μm) vertically above the chip on one of the three-axis stages. The small mode-field area allows probing of beam profiles of similar dimensions in the 1-2 μm diameter range. On the input, a standard single-mode fiber couples light from an external tunable laser source through a standard grating coupler and a straight ridge waveguide to the FGC under test. We program the stages to align the fibers to a defined coordinate above the chip and start the measurement by more precisely aligning the fibers to the x,y-coordinates of highest coupling efficiency. This position marks the center for a cross-hair sweep of the lensed-and-tapered fiber in the xy-plane, scanning the coupling efficiency spatially resolved in two orthogonal directions. The fiber position above the chip is increased stepwise to predefined z-coordinates, where the scan procedure is repeated for every vertical position. A set of measurement data for a one-dimensional grating coupler is shown in Fig. 7 as x-and y-scan. The measured traces are normalized to the maximum coupling efficiency of the measurement set. We can now fit these scan profiles to the mode overlap integral η of an elliptical Gaussian mode profile E test and the fiber mode E f iber with * indicating the complex conjugate and integrals over the area A
The trace providing the best fit for an assumed E test mode profile lets us extract the beam width of that mode profile. In Fig. 7 the maximum coupling efficiency and the full-widthhalf-maximum (FWHM) values are plotted as a function of z-position. In this way, we can track the profile of the emitted beam by the FGC. The expected behaviour of a focused beam can be clearly observed, as the FWHM values show a minimum at the beam waist, while the coupling efficiency peaks near this focal spot. The exemplary shown measurements give an estimate of the FWHM in x-and y-direction of 2.3 μm and 2.1 μm and thus suggest a rather uniformly shaped, circular beam profile. Additionally, we can trace the peak coupling efficiencies of the measured traces along the beam's propagation direction and determine the overall coupling angle of the beam. For the example shown in Fig. 7 , we find a coupling angle of 4.2 degrees off the vertical direction in x-direction and an negligible off-axis emission angle of 0.6 degrees for the y-direction. The maximum measured grating-to-fiber coupling efficiency in the shown measurement set was −13.7 dB.
The measurement routine was performed for both 1D and 2D FGCs and confirms the validity of the design methodology to construct out-of-plane FGCs. The measured traces of the 2D FGCs can show slightly distorted focal spots, with differences between the FWHM values obtained from x-and y-scan. We can also see some astigmatism in the designs, where we find the narrowest beam waist at different z-positions for x-and y-scan. Fig. 8 shows the extracted maximum coupling efficiencies and FWHM values of a 2D FGC showing a difference of the narrowest beam waist of the orthogonal scans of about 1 μm in z-direction. The additional feature of the novel 2D out-of-plane FGCs presented here is the opportunity to control the polarization state of the emitted light, as will be discussed in the next section.
A. Polarization Control
To demonstrate the polarization controlling capabilities of the two-dimensional grating couplers, we included balanced Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) type structures, splitting the incident light with 1 × 2 or 2 × 2 multimode interferometers (MMIs) and adding resistive heaters to thermally tune the relative phase of the two optical inputs to the 2D FGCs. The heaters were added to passives silicon chip in a back-end metallization process.
The emitted light is coupled into a vertically mounted polarisation maintaining fiber, to match the near-vertical emission of the grating couplers. We analyse the polarization state with a polarization controller/analyser based on cascaded liquid crystal based λ/2-, λ/4-waveplates and a linear polariser. Given the ±90 degrees rotation of the λ/4-waveplates the polarization state is analysed based on the measured transmission curve as shown in Fig. 9 .a. We match the transmission curve with a numerical least-square fit method to a polarization state defined by azimuth angle θ and elevation angle . The calculated transmission curve uses Jones matrix polarization analysis [32] .
The determined polarization states are illustrated on the normalized Poincaré sphere with the conventional notation 2θ for the angle of the linear polarization (main axis) and 2 for the angle on Poincaré sphere describing the degree of ellipticity. The poles of the sphere indicate circularly polarized light at 2 = ±90 degrees. Measurements for different applied voltages to the phase shifter in the MZI controlled FGC are shown in Fig. 9 .b. The full round-trip around the sphere indicates, as anticipated, that we can continuously change the state of polarization by tuning the relative phase delay of the two inputs.
Additionally to the MZI structures, we probe the emitted polarization states of the a ring-loaded MZI structure. Measurements are illustrated on the Poincaré sphere in Fig. 9 .c together with the micrograph of one of the investigated structures. This second polarization control scheme relies on ring resonators. The measurements were obtained with a ring modulator with a free-spectral range of 14.2 nm and a resonance at λ res = 1543.8 nm with FWHM of 0.6 nm using a directional coupler with cross-coupling coefficient of κ = 0.4. The polarization state measurement allows us to extract the induced phase change by the modulator which is plotted in Fig. 9 .d of the detuning φ together with the transmission spectrum of the ring. Our ring resonator exhibits a continuous phase shift of 2π, whereas a more abrupt phase change of π can be observed crossing the resonance.
V. DISCUSSION
The design effort behind this work focused on implementing out-of-plane FGCs by utilizing the available foundry facilities for fabrication. Optimization was done within a simulation routine taking the given constraints into account. This approach highlights the potential to mass-manufacture these devices and integrate them on large-scale in mature and reliable fabrication processes, which is important to consider if a technology aims to be market ready. The choice to design the FGCs near-vertical focusing is driven by the integrability of the device. This demands a compact design that can still focus near the diffraction limit: for a compact design, we favour grating parameters with a large grating strength such that we can diffract the light out of the plane efficiently over a short distance. Yet, we have to work within the restrictions given by the fabrication process and the single-diffraction order condition as indicated in Fig. 4 . We found the most promising and practical solutions to the PMC for near-vertical focusing, while off-vertical focusing would very quickly force the focal spot further away from the surface. We pursued this high-NA focusing, as this is potentially easier to align and integrate in the mentioned flip-chip approach.
The presented evaluation of the focusing characteristic and beam profiling offers a simple, fast approach for a first evaluation of coupling angle and mode profile of grating couplers in general. While the grating-to-fiber efficiency of −13.7 dB might seem low, our main objective is not to couple to an external fiber, but to achieve high optical intensities in the focal spot, and thus the grating emission profile is not matched to the fiber mode. Accounting for the mode mismatch to the fitted elliptical Gaussian mode and the offset of emission angle and fiber angle gives a correction of at least 1 dB. More importantly, it is not possible to assess a reliable directionality value, using the measurement technique explained in Section IV since we require a highly resolved electrical field profile for calculating the coupling efficiencies of these small spot sizes with the fiber mode. For an accurate estimation of the grating-to-fiber coupling efficiency, we require a more precise field profile than that given by the elliptical Gaussian profile approximation we used in Eq. 6. High-NA surface normal imaging or scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) measurements should give more insight into these performance parameters. The measurement results for the 1D FGCs indicate circular beam profiles and the beam waist at the same z-position for both orthogonal scan directions. Implying that the chosen effective index method works well in combination with the PMC and the look-up tables. In the case of the 2D FGC we see some astigmatism and more elliptical beam profiles. This is an indicator that relying on the phase matching conditions is adequate, but not entirely sufficient to produce a well-focused beam.
The 2D FGCs come with the advantage that they allow for polarization control of the emitted light when adding a relative phase shift between the inputs. As Ring resonators exhibit an abrupt phase change for critical coupling [33] , they pose as a promising path to fast and energy-efficient polarization state switching or for spatial mode multiplexing. The abrupt phase change of the ring-loaded MZI modulation scheme is of particular interest as this offers high-contrast polarization switching induced by a low-energy modulation scheme. Reference [34] shows that carrier-injection based ring modulators can potentially cut the consumed energy by half, compared to MZI modulation and offer switching energies below 3 pJ.
VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we were able to demonstrate compact 1D and 2D out-of-plane FGCs and verify their focusing properties by evaluating the spatial coupling efficiencies to a lensedand-tapered fiber. Additionally we were able to show that 2D grating couplers offer the additional feature of controlling the polarization state of the emitted light. The presented results are promising on the way forward to use these devices as photonic layer couplers and for photonic integration with optical MRAM technology.
Looking forward, the emission efficiency can be further improved considering fabrication processes that allow for stronger gratings like additional poly-silicon layers, multiple etch-depths and smaller feature sizes. This paves the way towards exceeding coupling efficiencies of -3 dB making compact out-ofplane FGCs a suitable solution for photonic layer coupling and MTJ illumination in both heterogeneous and monolithic integration.
